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The equipment illustrated in the present chapter can be subject
of specific training and multilevel courses arranged by qualified
professionals. So upon request it’s possible to arrange events at
Chinesport’s head office or other site indicated by the customer.
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For more than a hundred years, studies have shown that the dangerousness of
electric current passing through the human body decreases as the frequency
increases. The resulting warming of the tissues offers the advantage, compared
to other forms used in medicine (conduction, infrared radiation), of greater
penetration of the phenomenon into the tissue itself, which brings about greater
efficacy of the treatment. The conversion of this current into heat is the source of
the term DIATHERMY (DIA = through, THERMY = heat).
From the 1980s further evolution of diathermy has occurred, referred to as
“Capacitive and Resistive Diathermy” (Direct Coupling) that has given significant
satisfaction in clinical terms. Especially the “capacitor” effect study showed
that in this case the mechanism that generates heat is completely different,
that is, the internal temperature is raised without using external heat sources.
The capacity of electric current to raise the temperature of the conductors as a
form of dissipation of power, is exploited to raise the internal temperature of the
tissues. In fact, the human body can be taken as being a type 2 conductor, and
offers capacitance and resistance to the passage of current.
High frequency alternating current is adequate for heating, does not produce
electrolytic effects and, due to its high frequency, does not cause any
excitomotor effect. From a medical point of view, high frequency can be defined
as a heat therapy involving the conversion of electrical energy, which uses
current alternating at very high frequency. Heating occurs throughout the entire
circuit of tissues covered by the electrodes, irrespective of the depth at which
they are located.
In the specific case of TCARE, the apparatus generates an alternating current
with frequencies varying from 0.8 MHz to 1.2 MHz and an applied circuit
that includes a pair of electrodes that allow the above mentioned alternating
current to flow through the patient’s body, which effectively becomes part of the
electrical circuit.
There can be different types of electrodes: metallic electrodes, where the metal
is in direct contact with the body (direct coupling mechanism); insulated metal
electrodes applied to the body, where the metal, thanks to insulation, is not in
direct contact (capacitive coupling). The insulated electrodes can differ in shape
and material and is manually positioned by the operator (plate electrodes).
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Active electrode
1st metal cladding of the
1st type

Insulator (dielectric)
zone of concentration of
electric charges

Return pole +
biological tissue
2nd metal cladding of the
2nd type
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TCARE
Electric equilibrium (difference in membrane potential) of the cell and the
physiological molecular movement that characterizes its matrice, are the basis
for the health of the organism. The application of capacitor (TCARE) to tissue,
creates a displacement current due to attraction/repulsion charges that effects
the so-called basic non-specific tissue of Pischinger, i.e. the relationship
between cells and their microenvironment, where life is created and destroyed.
The oscillation that is recreated by the displacement current, exerts its
beneficial effects on all components of the affected tissue (venous, arterial and
lymphatic microcirculation, matrix and cell membrane).
From a subjective point of view, as we shall see later, this effect can be
perceived by the patient as an increment in endogenous heat.
While externally produced heat can have some beneficial effects, it can also
produce some negative therapeutic side effects; an endogenous increase in
temperature never causes any side effects.
The experience acquired in the field of the capacitive effect on several
thousands patients, has confirmed the physical assumptions already
highlighted in literature. For this reason, we must emphasize that the patient,
during the first minutes, despite the applied current output, will not feel
sensations of any kind, or perceive any muscle or nerve stimulation.
In other words, the capacitor effect does not apply any external electrical
stimulation, as, for example, in the case of electrostimulators, but instead
allows the internal currents of the human body to create the necessary
conditions to resume their physiological capacity (Brownian motion).
It is through this continuous movement of electric charges that information
passes through matrix to cellular receptors.
The biological activity of the current is therefore manifested in two ways:
1) the energy effect, supplying energy to intra and extra biological cellular
tissue and transforming ADP to ATP
2) the thermal effect, due to increased impact of ions among themselves,
producing a local hyperemia which causes an increase in blood flow and
consequently an increased supply of oxygen and nutrients.
In most the treatable pathologies it is essential to increase temperature either
directly or indirectly in order to supply oxygen and nutrition to damaged
tissues: this is accomplished by applying short bursts of high electrical
potentials. The thermal effect varies in relation to the active surface of the
electrode and the type of tissue treated. In addition to the biostimulation effect,
there is a local indirect increase of arterial circulation and an important effect
on venous and lymphatic drainage.
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THE TREATMENT

The simulation shows the cell regenerating effects of TCARE treatment,
with transdermal delivery of active ingredients. Each cell has its own
frequency and contains the information of the whole system. The
cell that is unhealthy differs from a healthy cell in that its voltage in
millivolts is reduced as well as its frequency. (nerve cells: 90 mV;
healthy cells: 70 mV; unhealthy cells: 50 mV; cancer cells: 30 mV; dead
cells: 25 mV)

1 Improvement of arterial flows, with an increase in the quantity of nutritive
substances and oxygen;
2 Increase in metabolism due to these factors and due to an internal rise
in temperature (van’t Hoff’s law);
3 Increase in endocellular energy transformation (ADP into ATP);
4 Improved membrane balance for all cells in the treated area
(adipocytes, fibroblasts, etc.);
5 Repolarisation of the cell (from pathologies -40Mv to physiologies -70Mv);
6 Passage of the extra-cellular matrix from a (pathological)
gel state to a (physiological) sol state;
7 Improvement of venous and lymphatic flow with more efficient expulsion
of toxins and catabolites;
8 Potentiation and synergy with active agents to be diffused in the dermis
and hypodermis, with evident application advantages compared to taking
them intramuscularly.
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Resistive-Capacitive Energy Transmission and an Integrated Transdermal Transport
el12002 TCARE

This new device, unlike the Tecar and Endotherapy electro-medical
devices, allows the physiotherapist to use simultaneously two treatment
methods, combining the resistive/capacitive energy transfer and the
diffusion of the active agent (where prescribed by the physician),
with a hand piece called ROLL-ON (patented). Electro medical device
complete with an upper storage surface for a wide range of applied
parts (see coded list). Moreover the device features:
• Less than 50% of electromagnetic leakages in the work environment,
resulting in a benefit for both the patient and the medical operator;
• Reduction of dielectric arcs when removing the hand piece Roll-On;
• Continuous therapist monitoring of the energy absorbed by the
patient, and possibility of regulating the frequency according
to the absorption, also optimising diffusion of the active agents;
• The possibility of dealing incisively, completely, and
multi-dimensionally with various musculoskeletal affections
at an acute stage (characterised by extensive pain, low tolerance to
contact, manipulation and traditional therapeutical methods in general),
due to the combining of energy transfer with transdermal diffusion of
any active agent;

Certificazione richiesta dalla Comunità

Hygiene and anti - decubitus

Europea e riconosciuta a livello
Internazionale
0476
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Even though the video shows a previous model of Chinesport’s TCARE Cellular
Regenerator, an overview is provided of the accessories supplied as standard or
available separately. For the EL12002 model, the handpieces supplied with the
equipment, for both capacitive and resistive mode, are original patented Roll-On
handpieces. Pen-shaped handpieces can be supplied when requested specifically.

SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES:
EL0147 MINI CAPACITIVE ROLL-ON 40 mm
EL0163 mini resistive ROLL-ON 40 mm
el0113 CAPACITIVE ROLL-ON 80 mm

TECHNICAL DATA
ARTICLE CODE
Working frequency
Output passive plate
Manual capacitive electrode output
Manual direct coupling electrode output
Manual mode
V rms (aprox.)
Watt rms (aprox.)
Input voltage
Maximum input power
Environmental working temperature
Maximum temperature storage and transport
Maximum humidity storage and transport
Passive plate surface
Roll-On capacitive electrodes
Direct coupling electrodes
Active medical devices
Weight
Dimensions

www.chinesport.com

el0129 RESISTIVE ROLL-ON 80 mm

EL12002

TCARE
0,8MHz, 1 MHz, 1,2MHz
1
1
1
400Ω
320
150
115÷230VAC ± 10% 50/60Hz
200 W
+10 ÷ +30 °C
+10 ÷ +70 °C
25 ÷ 85%
aprox. 220 cm2
Ø 40 mm - Ø 56 mm - Ø 80 mm.
Ø 40 mm - Ø 56 mm – Ø 80 mm
CLASS II B
30 kg
618 x 700 x 1100 mm

el0122 PASSIVE PLATE
elo164 medio CAPACITIVE ROLL-ON 56 mm
elo165 medio resistive ROLL-ON 56 mm
AC0665 ELASTIC BAND cm 60
AC0667 ELASTIC BANDS cm 100
el0148 DISPENSER WITH CAP
el0128 BALL CAP
el0149 mini dispenser
el0125 PASSIVE PLATE LUBRICATION CREAM 1Kg
el0124 ROLL-ON LUBRICATION CREAM 500 ml

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
el0114 CAPACITIVE HANDPIECE
el0116 6.5 CM CAPACITIVE ELECTRODE
el0117 5.3 CM CAPACITIVE ELECTRODE
el0118 3.3 CM CAPACITIVE ELECTRODE
el0115 RESISTIVE HANDPIECE
el0119 6.5 CM RESISTIVE ELECTRODE
el0120 5.3 CM RESISTIVE ELECTRODE
el0121 3.3 CM RESISTIVE ELECTRODE

Cellular regenerator
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SUPPLIED accessories
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These are shown to provide for any subsequent requests for spare parts.

el0147

CAPACITIVE MINI ROLL-ON 40 mm

el0163

mini resistive ROLL-ON 40 mm

el0113

CAPACITIVE ROLL-ON 80 mm

el0129

RESISTIVE ROLL-ON 80 mm

el0122

el0164

el0165

AC0665

AC0667

el0148

el0128

el0149

Pack of 12 pieces each

Disposable, 100 pieces pack

100 pieces packs

PASSIVE PLATE

ELASTIC BANDS cm 100

medio CAPACITIVE ROLL-ON 56 mm

DISPENSER WITH CAP

medio RESISTIVE ROLL-ON 56 mm

ELASTIC BAND cm 60

mini dispenser

BALL CAP

OPTIONAL accessories

el0114 CAPACITIVE handpiece
el0116 6.5 CM CAPACITIVE ELECTRODE
el0117 5.3 CM CAPACITIVE ELECTRODE
el0118 3.3 CM CAPACITIVE ELECTRODE

el0115 RESISTIVE handpiece
el0119 6.5 CM RESISTIVE ELECTRODE
el0120 5.3 CM RESISTIVE ELECTRODE
el0121 3.3 CM RESISTIVE ELECTRODE

Roll-On lubrication cream presented by treating TCARE
The cream is abosolutely
necessary for transdermal
transport during the TCARE
treatment. It has a high
conductive power and
improves your performance in
the optimal treatment phase
capacitive and resistive.

el0124

EL0125

Liquid cream.
A set of 2 packs.

This dense cream can be
used on both pen-shaped
electrodes (now available
as additional accessories
only) and the passive return
plate. 1 kg tub

ROLL-ON CREAM

el0176

ROLL-ON CREAM set

A set of 6 packs.

LUBRICATION CREAM
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THE PATENTED ROLL-ON HANDPIECE
The special patented handpiece, known as the ROLL-ON, means
that the TCARE Cellular Regenerator device guarantees the best
geometric application for achieving capacitive-resistive energy
transfers. The particular shape of the handpiece provides an
extensive contact area between the electrode and the patient’s
skin, while the ROLL-ON’s functionality ensures that, unlike
traditional handpieces, the correct quantity of cream is released
at the contact interface on a real-time basis. This is sufficient
to guarantee the development of the electro-chemical gradient,
without allowing any dielectric arc to be formed. It also makes it
possible to avoid wasteful dispersion of conductive cream, which
provides significant savings in the operating costs sustained by
professionals that use the device.

Reduced Absorption
because the skin pore
is closed

Reduced Absorption
because the skin pore
is closed

Diffusion enhancement because
the skin pore is open

Thermo camera pictures

Temperature data on patient’s back after 5 minutes of “RollOn” treatment. The “RollOn” handpiece guarantees
the physical therapist’s hand avoiding both the contact with the Energy delivering surface of the handpiece and
the contact with patient’s skin, setting constantly the adequate distance from the electromagnetic field generated
by the device. This is set by a Chinesport-patented ergonomic and isolating handle, which mantain the correct
isolation of therapist’s hand from skin during treatments. Therefore, the “RollOn” handpiece is projected to easily
slide on patient’s skin at the same time setting the best interface with it.The consequence is that the operator
never occurs into overload shoulder problems which commonly reguard operators working with classical “penshape” handpieces where the failing ergonomics force workers to continuosly press the handpiece against skin to
gain the proper adhesion between the two of them, causing iterate effort on their shoulder.
Temperature data on patient’s back at the end of “RollOn” treatment. Another important parameter to consider
is the uniformity of the Energy Transfer: the skin temperature of the treated zone (patient’s left shoulder) is really
homogeneous at an average temperature of 41°C. This can be specially meaningful if related with the second
great key feature of Tcare Cellular Regenerator device, that is the transdermal vehiculation of the most effective
drug for every single pathology, achievable only with Chinesport device since the “RollOn” system performs the
best and deepest distribution of drug into tissues in relation to the vasodilation created by the “Energy Transfer”.
The system therefore guarantees the best penetration of drug as well as its minor amount somministration, since
the drug transfer is very precise and so neither surrounding areas nor the main blood vessel and gastrointestinal
tract are involved into drug absorption.
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Transdermal vehiculation
The transfer of capacitive and resistive energy can be associated with the diffusion of an active agents best suited to the pathology (and where prescribed
by the physician), where applicable. Numerous studies have shown the efficacy of transdermal delivery of active ingredients contained in creams for topical
use. There are various advantages to transdermal delivery of drugs compared to other administration methods. More specifically, these can be summarised
as targeted action, that is, the medicine gets straight to the pathological tissue, while the digestive system is safeguarded. Use of the special “Roll-On” hand
piece allows gradual transferral of the quantity of medicine needed, through the epidermis. The procedure is totally pain-free and consists of putting a certain
quantity of active agent, prescribed by a physician, into a reservoir, along with a conductive cream. The quantities of medicine and cream are proportional
to the area of the body to be treated. The reservoir is then inserted into the Roll-On hand piece. The transfer of energy, along with the transdermal transport
described, reactivates the tissues’ physiology.

2

Categories of active agents for topical use: 1) To relax muscles, Thiocolchicosid (e.g.: Muscoril). 2) For anti-oedematous action, Diosmin (e.g.: Nedema). For a
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory action, especially with an analgesic action, Acetylsalicylic (e.g.: Aspirin), Ibuprofen (e.g.: Brufen), Naproxen (e.g.: Naprosyn),
Ketoprofen (e.g.: Oki), Diclofenac (e.g.: Voltfast), Nimesulid (e.g.: Aulin), Piroxicam (e.g.: Feldene). For an antihematoma action, Heparin (e.g.: Lasonil). 4) Steroid
agents (e.g.: Cortisone). 5) Natural herb based creams. 6) Skin regenerating creams.

The operator pours the drug into the individual
reservoir to consequently mix it with the conductive
cream. In this way there is no drug nor cream
wasting, and the distribution on skin is very wellbalanced during all the treatment. The amount of
drug used is related to the width of the treated zone.

The operator pours the conductive cream into
the individual reservoir to create the proper mix of
cream and drug. In this way there is no drug nor
cream wasting, and the distribution on skin is very
well-balanced during all the treatment.

The operator twists the reservoir into the handpiece
just until the “Roll-On” cap comes out on the other
side.

TREATMENT SETTING-The operator
twists the reservoir into the handpiece
just until the “Roll-On” cap comes out
on the other side.
The operator will be able to set the
“Roll-On “cap in a more or less
advanced position in relation to the
body shape of the patient and to the
TRANSDERMAL VEHICOLATION treated zone.
Veicolazione del farmaco tramite il derma

TRANSDERMAL
THE RESERVOIR IS
INSIDE VEHICOLATION
The reservoir
is inside the handpiece
The reservoir isTHE
for medicineHANDPIECE...
and cream (the medicine prescribed by the doctor)
Veicolazione del farmaco tramite il derma
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• QUANTITY: 30 ML (MEDICINE+CREAM)
• HYGIENE: RESERVOIR
INDIVIDUAL RESERVOIR
FOR MEDICINE

A normal complete sequence of operations is shown, for using the RollOn handpiece combined with transdermal delivery of an active ingredient
prescribed by a doctor. The dosage of Chinesport’s conductive cream and
the additional16medicine is also specifically indicated.

AND

CREAM Serbatoio per la crema e la medicina

15
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Cellular regenerator
Resistive and capacitive modes
THERAPEUTIC INDICATIONS:
• Muscular injuries
• Joint capsulitis
• Distortions
• Neck pain
• Bone and ligament trauma
• Tendon injuries and bursitis
• Lumbalgia and ischialgia
• Myositis
• Arthrosis processes
• Rehabilitation programmes

Hygiene and anti - decubitus

Gastrocnemius treatment - CAPACITIVE MODE-The operator is transferring energy and drug into the gastrocnemius muscle of the patient.The effect will
be hypervascularization of tissue, and consequently its filling with oxygen, nourishing factors, enzymes on the arterious side, and drainage of catabolites on the
venous side.

1. CAPACITIVE MODE
The warming sensation generated inside the body depends on various factors, and can be perceived by the patient at intensities that range from warmth to
intense internal heat. When using capacitive electrodes, the diameter of the electrode and speed of movement must be considered in particular. For the same
amount of power applied, larger diameter electrodes increase the temperature more gradually and, in addition, the faster the electrode is moved, the less the heat
sensation felt by the patient.
It is good practice to choose the electrode with the largest area possible in relation to the area to be treated. The electrode can be applied, both staying still in the
area treated and using circular or linear movements, depending on the area treated and power you wish to apply. It is very important that most of, if not all of,
the electrode’s area be in contact with the patient’s skin, following any curves and irregularities in the area treated, and continuously adapting to it. The electrode
holder handgrip is specifically designed to minimise effort on the part of the operator and to make the treatment more pleasant for the patient (deep massage
action, as if the electrode were an “extension of the operator’s hands”).

HIGHEST CHARGE
CONCENTRATION
CLOSE TO
NON-CONDUCTING
SURFACE OF
ELECTRODE

Some examples of TCARE treatment are shown for the upper
limbs, such as wrist, elbow and neck treatments. Correct
positioning of the passive plate is always very important.
12
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2. MANUAL MODE WITH DIRECT - RESISTIVE COUPLING
Direct coupling means using the TCARE Cellular Regenerator with uninsulated metal electrodes (no dielectric device interposed). The action mechanism, caused
by polarity reversal of the current, produces a quicker and more intense increase in heat in tissue deprived of water and electrolytes (bone tissue and adipose
tissue especially). This application method is therefore more indicated, perhaps along with the capacitive mode, for pathologies involving these parts of the body.
Since the active electrode is not insulated, the current that moves the charges and the temperature generated in the body are less concentrated in the area
immediately below the active electrode, producing a directional aspect guided by the passive electrode (return plate). In other words, one substantial difference
from the capacitive mode lies in taking great care when positioning the return electrode, which directs impulses generated by the active electrode. Another
difference is that the active electrode remains in a set position or slight rotational movements are made with a diameter slightly larger than that of the electrode
used, and continually adjusting the power applied so that the temperature perceived by the patient is pleasant.
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Knee treatment - RESISTIVE MODE:
The operator guides the patient to move her knee
into flexion/extension to concentrate Tcare action
into the inflammated zone and gain a wider range
of motion (.e.g. knee collateral ligament)

Positioning
of plate on
patient’s back
Elbow treatment - RESISTIVE MODE:
The operator guides the patient to move the
shoulder into abduction to concentrate Tcare
action into the ill zone and gain a wider range of
motion (.e.g. capsulitis of shoulder)

Positioning of
plate on patient’s
back
Ankle treatment - RESISTIVE MODE:
The operator guides the patient to move her ankle
into plantar flexion to increase tissue resistance
and so concentrate the highest amount of energy
exactly into the damaged zone (e.g. Achilleus
tendonitis or plantar fascitis).Treatment is very
comfortable for the patient.

HIGHEST CHARGE
CONCENTRATION

HIGHEST
RESISTANCE
ZONE

BETWEEN THE
ACTIVE
ELECTRODE
AND THE PASSIVE
PLATE

DEEPLY INSIDE
BIOLOGIC
TISSUES
13

RESISTIVE - CAPACITIVE MODE: The video shows a simulation of
the effects of the resistive or capacitive mode, combined with one
of the three different working frequencies for the TCARE Cellular
Regenerator.
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CONTROL PANEL AND TIMER DISPLAY
1. Timer display: the numbers are minutes, and the flashing green
spot bottom right is the time running. When the green spot
bottom is fixed, the timer is stopped. Note: When time is running
the output are working, when the time is stopped the output are
blocked.

11. Power setting warning applied to accessories of relative
patient circuit. By the led bar it can view the power set on
the output, between the active electrode connected at (16)
or (17) and the passive plate connected to (15) (Green power
up to 50%,Yellow power from 50 up to 100%);

2. Start button to start up the output and timer. (when timer goes to
zero, the cycle automatically stops).

12. Power output (energy transferred) supplied to accessories
connected to relative patient circuit. By the led bar it can
view the current on the output, between
the active electrode connected at (16) or (17) and the passive
plate connected to (15) (Green power up to 100%);

3. Stop button. It stops the time and disables the output. Further
once the time is over, i.e. when the display states “00” allows the
shut down of the beep.
4. Time increase button;
5. Time decrease button;
6. Frequency setting button, with a button pressure is possible to
change the frequency between 0,8 Mhz, 1 Mhz and 1,2 Mhz.
7. Output frequency warnings lights;

14. Power decrease button;
15. Passive plate connector (not insulated). This not insulated
passive plate it is ONLY working with the correspondent
insulated active plate or insulated hand
piece (16) or (17);

8. High temperature inside the device warnings light. It turn off the
output overheated;

16. Output connector for capacitive hand piece (insulated);

9. Over current warning. It stops the device and turn off the output;

18. Button to select the working mode capacitive or resistive;
The LEDs light to indicate the activation of the corresponding
output, through the selection of the working mode.

10. Warning light indicating a small presence of power on each
output circuit. In case of power display damage, it was
added this light separated from the others circuit and totally
independent, when from the output there is a power ≠ 0;

12

13. Power increase button;
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17. Output connector for resistive hand piece (not insulated);
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Why to choose TCARE
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REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE TCARE CELLULAR REGENERATOR
Using the TCARE Cellular Regenerator introduces a new feature of
the application, in the form of the Capacitive effect of Direct Coupling,
compared to current practice. The new features this device introduces
are as follows:
• The possibility of combining metabolic activation, with subsequent
tissue reorganisation, resulting from capacitive and resistive energy
transfer of the most suitable pharmacological ingredient on each
occasion to a depth similar to that of infiltration. The active ingredient
is then metabolised at the target tissue as a result of changes in micro
circulation (increased vascular diameter, hyperemia, increase of tissue
oxygenation), induced by energy stimulating the tissues;
• A revolutionary applicator shape, compared to previous energy transfer
methods, thanks to the ergonomic form of the patented Roll-On
handpiece, which ensures an extensive contact surface between the
electrode and the skin at all times, even in areas of the body that are
not flat or that are irregular (e.g. shoulder, heel, mastoid, malleolus, or
finger);
• The possibility of always using only the amount of cream strictly
necessary and sufficient for guaranteeing the biological effect, thanks to
slow release ensured by the Roll-On handpiece, with clear advantages
for the operator from both hygiene-operating and economic points of
view;
• Lowering of the risk of dielectric arcs forming, which is revolutionary
compared to devices currently on the market. This is due to a significant
reduction in the voltage used and design innovations resulting from the
Roll-On handpiece (maintaining a constant film of conductive cream at
the interface, and optimisation of the interface thanks to the Roll-On’s
ergonomic shape);
• The choice available in the form of three different work methods,
selecting the most effective frequency on each occasion (greater
number of LEDs on) for a specific working power, which goes hand in
hand with a specific safety system that interrupts the treatment if the
energy absorption exceeds 80% of the LED scale;
• The possibility of dealing incisively, completely, and multi-dimensionally
with various musculoskeletal problems at an acute stage (characterised
by extensive pain, low tolerance to contact, manipulation and traditional
therapeutical methods in general), due to the combining of energy
transfer in athermal mode with transdermal diffusion of the medicine
prescribed by the specialist on each occasion;
• Shorter acute phase and subsequent early moving on to the sub-acute
phase, in which the physiotherapist is free to use the techniques or
exercises their professional experience tells them are most suitable in
each case, due to reduction of the inflammatory state, which makes the
treatment easier to tolerate;
• As a result of this, excellent patient compliance with the individual
treatment and with the rehabilitation process proposed by the
physiotherapist in overall terms;
• Extremely easy to use, quickness in establishing the therapeutic setting,
and last but not least, containment of operating costs sustained by the
professional (e.g. lower consumption of conductive cream thanks to the
use of the Roll-On handpieces supplied).

When starting TCARE treatment, the passive plate must be positioned
correctly in relation to the area to be treated. The energy transmitted via
the patented Roll-On handpiece, in resistive or capacitive mode, combined
with transdermal transfer and coordinated massage, make this system
particularly efficacious for numerous pathologies, very quickly.
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SOME CLINICAL CASES
Case n. 1: VASCULAR ULCER –SKIN TRANSPLANT WITH LOW

ENGRAFTMENT 80 YEARS-OLD FEMALE, DIABETIC, ALLERGIC TO ANTIBIOTICS
33-years vascular ulcer on right leg, many skin transplants with unsuccessful
engraftment of cutaneous grafts. Lower limb globally edematous. Vascular
ulcer diameter: 2,5 cm; Vascular ulcer depth: about 1 cm
I PHASE
- Patient position: supine
- Passive plate: on back side of leg,
- Roll-On handpiece: around (not directly into!) skin lesion to indirectly
stimulate vascularization of damaged tissues.
- Treatment mode: capacitive associated with transdermal vehiculation of skin
regenerating drugs
- Frequency of treatment: three times per week (25’ each)
- Energy emission: 20 to 40%
- Frequency used: 0,8 Mhz-1 Mhz
II PHASE
- Patient position: prone
- Passive plate: on anterior face of thigh
- Treatment mode:capacitive and resistive, alternatively.
- Roll-On handpiece: moving around damaged zone ( in case of capacitive
treatment) kept still on heel ( in case of resistive treatment) while the patient
is asked to actively move his feet into dorsal and plantar flexion, or inversion
and inversion.
- Frequency of treatment:twice a week (25’ each)
- Energy emission: 20 to 50% Frequency used: 0,8 Mhz-1,2 Mhz.
TREATMENT RESULTS:
Maximum diameter: 1 cm; Skin condition: roseate skin; Lower limb condition:
no more edema

Case n. 2: bone fracture( radius and ulna) with delayed union

Hygiene and anti - decubitus

Day 50: since X-Ray images reveal a severe lackage of bone callus, the clinical
status is likely supposed to evolve into nonunion state. Therefore, a Tcare
treatment cycle is started, aiming at highly stimulating osteoblasts of bones
involved into fractures.The cycle wholly consisted of 15 session, divided as follows:
I PHASE (first-third week)
- Treatment setting: resistive handpiece;
- Treatment frequency: 3 Times per week;
- Energy level: 10 to 40%;
- Transfer of energy: about 60%;
- Frequency used: 0,8-1MHz
II PHASE (fourth-sixth week)
- Treatment setting: resistive handpiece associated with kinesis
(initially isometric contractions, then isotonic and finally resisted isotonic ones)
- Treatment frequency: twice a week
- Energy level: 20 to 50%
- Transfer of energy: 60-80%
- Frequency used: 0,8-1,2 MHz.
TREATMENT RESULTS:
Case solved. Day 90: after 40 days and 15 sessions of treatment X-Ray images
show a great development of bone callus both in radius and ulna fractures
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Cellular regenerator

Made in Italy

Multi-level training modules

A NEW ADVANCED EQUIPMENT: RESISTIVE-CAPACITIVE ENERGY TRANSMISSION and
INTEGRATE TRANSDERMAL TRANSPORT

2

Tecar Therapy represents currently one of the most requested and cost-effective therapy in rehabilitation.
Chinesport strongly recommends taking part in their multi-level training courses for operators that intend to use the TCARE Cellular Regenerator. These
courses cover the application / clinical methods for correct use of the equipment and raise awareness as to usage limits. The courses are therefore open
to various professional categories, such as doctors, highly specialised nurses, and other specialists, even if they always have to work under the control of a
doctor, not so much due to the dangerousness of the equipment, as to achieving adequate efficacy when providing treatment.

An example is provided below that shows an initial training module that can be
requested by those purchasing a TCARE Cellular Regenerator. The course is not
included in the purchase of the electro-medical device.
Course learning topics:
• TCARE™: TWO MECHANISMS IN ONE DEVICE
Energy transfer & Transdermal Vehiculation the best combination for your
patient’s health.
• TRANSFER OF ENERGY
Transfer of energy related to the condenser effect applied to the Human body.
• ACTIVE PRICIPLES VEHICULATION
Drug vehiculation through skin which is the best task-related barrier.
• TCARE™ ACTION IN TISSUES
What happens when energy is applied to the body? Macro and microscopical
points of view.
• “ROLL-ON” HAND PIECE
features and advantages, why choose TCARE™?
• EXAMPLES OF TREATMENT SETTINGS FOR DIFFERENT MUSCLE-SKELETAL
DISORDERS
e.g. muscle lesions, joint sprains, lymphatic edema, rheumatic problems;
involving different areas such as upper limbs, trunk, lower limbs, bigger and
little joints
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Chinesport, just a click away
Chinesport’s website has now also been designed and set up for those using
mobile phones or IPads, not necessarily because they are out-and-about or
travelling, but because they wish to know more about it while using our
catalogue or other documentation. We are constantly involved in publishing
new detailed information, photos (now even bigger), videos and multimedia
files that are worth sharing. Finally, the website also provides a guide
to putting the code together fora product made up
of a number of parts.

Point, and explore the video!

CHINESPORT spa
Via Croazia, 2
33100 Udine - Italy
Tel. 0432 621 621

www.chinesport.com

